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Set Record Straight
Although I have not seen the original
Sacramento Bee articles on which your
May-June Update article was based, and
while I recognize that you are merely
reporting what others have reported,
please let me set the record straight.

United Families of America is not based
in Salt Lake City, it did not evolve from
Pro Family Unity, and it is not an LDS
"front" organization or any other kind of
LDS organization. UFA was
incorporated in Virginia in August 1979,
and has members, chapters, and affiliate
organizations in many states, including
Utah. We have no way of knowing how
many of our members are Mormons, but
I would be very surprised if our
membership justified our being called a
"Mormon" organization. We have no
ties, formal or otherwise, with BYU, and
while some of our board members know
Barbara Smith, others do not. On no
issue can UFA be said to have "worked
closely" with her.
United Families of America is a
broadly-based organization, dedicated
to the preservation of the traditional
function of the family as standing
between the individual and the
atomizing power of the omnicompetent
state. In that capacity Dallas Merrell
(who was our president but resigned to
run for the Senate) testified before the
White House Conference on Families,
we have filed a brief in the Supreme
Court on the parental notification before
abortion case, we testified on the Ruth
Bader Ginsburg nomination to the
federal judiciary (the only pro-family
organization to do so), and we are
currently working to eliminate federal
funding for organizations which fund
and counsel abortion without parental
corisent.

Pro Family Unity’s history is
approximately as you describe it, but
PFU has now been legally reorganized as
United Families Foundation, a
non-profit research foundation affiliated
with UFA.
It is unfortunate that "pro-family
organizations" inevitably are labelled
"single-issue." It is true that many of
them spend a great deal of time fighting
on the abortion and ERA issues, but their

concerns (and certainly ours) are much
broader than that. Family issues today
are a cynosure for the basic issue of state
power over individuals. The cutting
edge of that issue is abortion right now,
but it includes such areas as
compensation, retirement benefits,
control over schools and neighborhoods,
the operation of the military, and the
legal rights of minors. The question of
single-issue politics, and the "traditional
family" movement, in fact, is one that
might well be worth the formal attention
of your fine magazine.

Clifford Cummings
Chairman, UFA

Arlington, Virginia
Serious Error
I would like to make some clarifications
regarding your update on the Informed
Voters League in your July-August
issue. I do not now, nor have I ever had
any business relationship with either the
Informed Voters League or the Freeman
Institute. Any press accounts to the
contrary (even in The Salt Lake Tribune)
are in serious error.

It is true that I left Senator Hatch’s staff in
May of this year after three years of
service. I did so to return to the private
sector and to start my own
business--C. M. Haddow and
Associates--a consulting firm.

I appreciate you giving me the
opportunity to set the record straight.

C.M. (Mac) Haddow
Salt Lake City

Appalled
You have undoubtedly already heard
from others taking exception to the
several errors contained in Edward
Ashment’s recent "The Book of
Mormon--A Literal Translation?"
(Sunstone, March-April 1980, pp. 10-14),
but I was so appalled at the extent of
those errors that I have enclosed
documentation for the following
enumeration of the major ones:

1. David Whitmer was atleast 69 (not 80)
when he gave his first newspaper
interview reporting the substance of a
translation method with seer-stone
which Ashment finds inaccurate.

2. Emma Smith Bidamon died at 74,
shortly after giving her last testimony.

Yet Ashment reports her age as 78, and
the caption underneath the Utah State
Historical Society photograph adds a
year to that! (the RLDS Church
Archivist, among others, expresses
strong doubt that the photo is even of
Emma) Actually, years earlier, at age 65,
Emma wrote and signed a description of
the translation process verifying the
basis of the Harris and Whitmer accounts
as well as her own later account. So
much for suggestions of senility.

3. Ashment overlooked numerous
primary and secondary accounts which
virtually dispose of his narrow and
arbitrary approach to the translation of
the Book of Mormon. The accounts vary
no more than is true of the parallel gospel
accounts of the life of Christ. I think that
they mesh rather well when read
critically.

4. Ashment’s rigid portrayal of Hebrew
and Egyptian grammar is based on
traditional, Western deductive appraisal
of professional scribal texts, not on the
local non-professional engraving of a
dead, literary language--as portrayed by
the Book of Mormon.

5. Recent wordprint analyses confirm
the less complete work of Guerry, Rice,
Burgon, and Perry, in showing the Book
of Mormon to have been composed in a
wide variety of styles, none of which
match the style of Joseph Smith or his
contemporaries. That such stylistic
variety should have come through the
translation process indicates that
Ashment is quite wrong to doubt its very
literal nature. It appears to be at least as
literal as the KJV, which cannot be said to
be a "mechanical" translation in the
manner which David Whitmer
apparently understood it.

The evidence I have seen leads me to
conclude that both seer-stone and
spectacles, though separate
instruments, were certainly used during
the translation. The former seems to
have had an LED display, the latter LCD.
Both were analogous to crystalline
virtual-state transducers which
functioned as teleprompters with
psychofeedback. During translation, the
source and receptor languages were
compared and filtered as much through
Joseph as through the stones. Since
Joseph left us with no precise
description, we are free to speculate, but
such speculation ought to accommodate
the broadest possible range of evidence.
Ashment, I think, has been far too
selective, although I can certainly agree
with him that the plenary dictation
theory is sheer poppycock. The
philistine assumptions about the nature
of Holy Writ leading to such a theory are
detailed in Robert K. Johnston’s
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Evangelicals at an Impasse (Atlanta: John
Knox Press, 1979), a book which all
Mormons ought to read with care and
introspection.

Robert F. Smith
Independence, Missouri

Church Courts/Another View
I take strong exception to the letter on the
Church Court System by Stanley B.
Kimball in the May-June issue. Brother
Kimball must have slept through his
seventeen years of Stake High Council
Court experience to so gently bear his
testimony as to the very "extreme"
fairness given to ALL those it was their
"unhappy duty to judge."
I have experienced LDS court justice
from the other side of the bench, and
have been in close contact with
hundreds of others who have voluntarily
gone before such courts for the purpose
of renouncing our testimonies of the
church, declaring and evidencing its
false doctrine and teachings, and
requesting our names be removed from
the records of the church.

However noble and fair in principle
these holy courts purport to be, in actual
experience, almost every single case was
handled in like manner:

1. Although we were told we could
bring witnesses~-the court would
only allow active Mormon Priesthood
holders who fully supported the
’Authorities’. Other members (even
priesthood holders) with similiar
feelings or doubts were not
permitted. The court had to
approve--before testimony--all
"defense" witnesses.

2. We had no right to supoena records or
people in any way.

3. Although the court clerk kept
records, we could not have someone
keep notes for us, tape-record the
trial, see, review or obtain a copy of
the clerk’s notes.

4. Church Witnesses were able to speak
on fact, probabilities, insinuations,
and discuss our attitudes, loss of
testimonies, spiritual decay--all with
the pronouncement that it was all
"gospel"--any argument on our part
was "disagreement with the truth."

5. Anything the court said was
truth--what we said was always
suspect and handled with the attitude
that since we were apostates, we were
probably liars, too!

6. Not one of the High Council (let alone
six of them) interceded on our behalf.
The court always was both accuser
and judge.

7. In the event the Apostate was a
woman, with a non-Mormon
husband, the husband would not be
allowed to be present. The court acted
as if it were the true God given
authority of the woman, not the
husband.

J. Edward Decker, Jr.
Ex-Mormons for Jesus
Issaquah, Washington

Just an Assertion
"If God knows my every specific act,
then I have no freedom." "We must
choose which we consider to be more
important: the concept of the
omnitemporal omniscience of God or
the concept of free agency and
responsibility." "God cannot know
all specific future human acts unless
we are willing to abandon a real
concept of human freedom."

No matter how many times Kent
Robson repeats this assertion, it
remains no more than an assertion.
After the first time, Brother Robson
bolsters the assertion with a quotation
from Anthony Kenney (a quotation,
by the way, that must be either badly
translated or badly transcribed), then
assumes that the case is made. It isn’t.

There simply is no logical connection
between an individual’s freedom of
action and God’s knowledge of the
results of that free action. It may make
Brother Robson uncomfortable to
know that God knows what he is
going to do, but since God doesn’t tell
him, I can’t see that any element of
compulsion exists at all.

As to how God knows, whether by
being outside time or by intimate
familiarity with our personalities, I
found Brother Robson’s discussion
interesting, but inconclusive. Back at
Stanford, when he and I used to
argue some of these same points, I
would have found that troubling. I no
longer do. As I become less and less
sure about the nature of God’s
foreknowledge, I find that I care less
and less about it. After all, it is what I
do that is important, not whether or
not God knows what I will do.

On one point, however, I have not
lost my certainty nor my
enthusiasm: the question of free will.

If, as Brother Robson suggests, we
have to give up either free will or
infinite foreknowledge, then I will
keep free will. But simply asserting
that we have to give up one or the
other does not make it so, and Brother
Robson has done no more.

Gordon S. Jones
Springfield, Virginia

Undeserved Swipe
To correct what I think is a slightly
distorted image presented by Richard
Cracroft in his otherwise perceptive
essay on Sam Taylor and Mormon
humor, I would like to make a few
points.
First, I am offended by the undeserved
swipe he takes at Dialogue and "its
solemn, humorless profundities."
Dialogue has published so many of Sam
Taylor’s pieces that he takes up almost
an entire column in our ten year index.
We have also printed Hugh Nibley’s
"Bird Island" and Elouise Bell’s "The
Tables Turned," not to mention the
famous Rustin Kaufman. Though
satirical rather than comic, they are
certainly funny in my book! We have
contributed many other light and
amusing touches throughout the poetry,
the stories, and the essays in our 13-year
history. In his painful sifting through
Mormon belle and not-so-belle lettres,
Brother Cracroft just didn’t sift long
enough.

In his discussion of Mormon literature,
he fails to notice that Virginia Sorensen
consistently peopled her novels with
delightful characters, many with humor.
I am thinking especially of Billy
Huckabee of Many Heavens who votes
against the bishop every year for six
straight years and plays "Kathleen
Mavourneen" for the sacrament
meeting. She portrays the old and the
young with "all their lovely queerness"
with a kindness in her humor.

In his mention of Mormon drama,
Cracroft should have noted James
Arrington’s Here’s Brother Brigham and
the fact that Arrington is putting the
finishing touches on a very funny
two-actor, 26-character Mormon play
called Farleys Family Reunion, to be
premiered this fall at BYUo

To enlarge on another point: just as a
successful joke told to a crowd may fall
flat in a small group, so Mormons who
are ready to laugh at themselves in small
groups are afraid of the vulnerability
laughter seems to provoke in the public
or the press. Cracroft’s discussion of
hierarchial humor reminds me that
when I was in college, my two brothers
toured Salt Lake wards with a funny act
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consisting mainly of impressions of
General Authorities. They avoided
imitating the Prophet’s voice, but several
General Authorities heard themselves
mimicked. The act was in good taste, and
my brothers were never called on the
carpet for it. It seems to me that the
demise of the act coincided with the
appearance of General Conference on
TV. Awareness of media image is
directly inimical to humor. Perhaps we
could sell Arrington, Pearson, and Sam
Taylor to the national networks? If we
could overcome our present PR
paranoia, perhaps our humor will
blossom forth in song and story.

Despite the above criticism, I want to
thank Richard Cracroft for reminding us
that humor is the great alleviator of pain.
We are going to need it in the days
ahead.

Mary L. Bradford
Editor, Dialogue

Provide More Facts
I found Reinhold Niebuhr’s insights
intriguing, but was less than taken by
Scott Kenney’s. He seems to have found
a convenient vehicle under which to
merely present several personal grudges
against the Church. (It might even have
been helpful if he had defined the word
"church"--do faults of individual
members reflect what the "Church"
actually is?)

A blatant example of his bias is his use of
the word "chauffeur." Was he really
asked to "chauffeur" his mission
president or just "drive" him. Of course,
any good propagandist knows that
"drive" has none of the millionaire-serf
connotations of a word like "chauffeur."

Another catchy phrase is that the Church
gives "more answers than there are
questions." Cute, but I doubt it in fact. In
my experience, members actually press
for more answers than the authorities are
willing to give. Facts, of course, are
usually necessary in order to establish
conclusions, and the one thing Kenney is
in short supply of. The only two tangible
ones given seem to be that divorce rates
are up and half the church is inactive (is
that supposed to surprise us?).

Kenney doubts that "today’s Saints are
any closer to perfection individually"
than former ones. Perfection is hard to
measure, but there are statistics that do
indicate growth outside of a mere
increase in numbers. One, for example,
is that statistics from turn of the century
testimony meetings indicate that, on the
average, about six testimonies were born
per meeting, by males in their forties.
The situation today is much improved.

Kenney combines two critical priesthood

questions into one: "Would you do
something you didn’t agree with?" and
"Would you do something if you knew it
was wrong?"--two separate issues. I,
too, do not always agree with home
teaching, but I feel it’s my duty to obey it.
On the other hand, my great-great
grandfather was John D. Lee who did
obey his stake president at Mountain
Meadows. Members are always
encouraged to seek the Holy Ghost in
making decisions about obeying orders
they think are morally wrong. God may
tell Nephi or Abraham to kill, but he
always does it directly and not through
some priesthood intermediary. I know of
no instance where a member was told to
follow a priesthood leader against the
will of the Lord, as revealed by the Holy
Ghost. Indeed, I have often wondered if
the whole point of many seemingly
outrageous commands is not to force us
back into the questioning, praying,
asking activities that may have once been
the focus of our lives when we were first
seeking a testimony. I am not convinced
Kenney gave his president the correct
answer.

Kenney is also able to draw all inclusive
church-wide condemnations from some
personal negative experiences. A
squabble in his quorum (five
paragraphs, by the way, of Kenney’s
resentment against home teaching
which have nothing to do with
Niebuhr’s thesis) leads somehow to only
one logical conclusion: "we [all of us?]
ignore criticism from abroad and
suppress challenge from within." (Does
Kenney really believe all criticism is
ignored by the Church?)

Likewise, a single negative reaction that
came "down through the channels"
(once again, a fact would be nice-~who
said no? How high did the suggestion
reach?) can only mean one thing to
Kenney: "The Church does not want to
publicize a problem.., the never
married [etc.]... are the minorities we
wish would just go away."

I am not arguing with Neibuhr’s
thesis: we probably do so many things
on behalf of the Church which we might
never do for our own selves. I am glad
Kenney has brought this warning voice
to us (his IWY paragraph is actually a
good example that supports the thesis). I
am sure there are some in the Church
who may act as agents of "intolerance,
oppression, guilt, and domination," but
I doubt President Kimball would.
(Again, the need for definition of who
actually speaks or acts as "the Church").

Kenney certainly shows no more
tolerance of certain attitudes than those
he criticizes. In neither case is
"intolerance" diminished. Indeed, upon

first reading the article, I began to
despise Kenney’s mission president,
and I don’t even know his name. I would
love to "ostracize" the
president--hardly the emotion Kenney
is advocating.

The basic premise is interesting and
valid. The very fact that I have written
only proves Niebuhr’s point (I feel
Kenney has criticized my "Church" so I
react strongly--would I have written as
strongly if Kenney had merely attacked
me?) Be that as it may, Kenney in no way
provides the facts or support for the
sweeping negative generalities he
concludes with in his final five
paragraphs.

Robin Allen
Arcadia, California

Destiny Foreknown
Kent Robson in his article "Time and
Omniscience in Mormon Theology"
spends four pages of scriptural
references and documentation proving
that predestination (not in the Calvinistic
sense, but in the sense that our earthly
acts are pre-determined by our spiritual
character that has been forming for an
eternity) is a gospel principle, then he
backs down from an acceptance of that
principle and concludes on purely
emotional grounds that God cannot
know all our future actions.

Had Mr. Robson tested his conclusion
with a few scriptural examples, he would
have realized that his conclusion is
unfounded and that predestination, as
described in the scriptures and as I have
defined it, is a true principle. Let us look
at two examples from the scriptures to
prove my point. The "Professor Charles
Anthon Incident" that is prophesied of
in Isaiah (Isaiah 29:11 or 2 Nephi 27:18)
and the Book of Mormon prophecy (2
Nephi 3:15) about a Joseph, son of a
Joseph, who would fulfill an important
work in the latter-days, can be explained
in only two ways: (1) God knew the
persons involved in the prophecies so
well that he could accurately predict
their future earthly actions or (2) the
prophecies are mere "openings" that
will be fulfilled by men forced to play the
roles that God has written. Of course we
must dismiss the second alternative
because it rules out the free agency of
man. These examples clearly show that a
destiny awaited the individuals
involved--a destiny based on their own
previous actions.

The underlying fact which Mr. Robson
has failed to examine is the basis of
human action. Certainly our actions are
not pre-determined by God, neither are
they simple animal reactions to the
present environment of earth life, but all
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of our actions stem from the pre-mortal much so that their futures lie open for
character that we ourselves shaped him to read, but in no way does his
through an eternity of choices. God is reading of them affect the characters or
well acquainted with those characters so their agency.

Roger Rope
Salt Lake City

pdate
History Division Transfer
LDS Church President Spencer W.
Kimball recently announced the
establishment of the Joseph Fielding
Smith Institute of Church History at BYU
and the transfer of the History Division
of the LDS Church Historical
Department to the new Institute.

The Library and Archives Division and
the Arts and Sites Division will remain
under the Historical Department at
Church headquarters in Salt Lake City,
he noted.

Leonard J. Arrington, managing director
of the History Division and holder of the
Lemuel Hardison Redd Jr. Chair of
Western History at BYU, will be director

of the new Institute. The History
Division will remain housed in Salt Lake
for the immediate future, but lines of
authority and organizational
relationships for the new institute at the
university are being determined,
according to BYU President Jeffrey R.
Holland.

Change at BYU
The release of Dallin Oaks as president of
Brigham Young University in May has
produced a good deal of controversy, as
reported in The Front Page section of
Utah Holiday magazine (August 1980, pp.
11-12). Rumors have surfaced, according
to the article, mainly because of the
abrupt way in which Oaks was

released--Oaks was informed only the
day before and thus had made no plans
concerning his possible return to. law
practice or teaching.

The magazine article asks the following
question: "Could the church find a more
graceful, public relations-conscious way
of handling major personnel changes so
as to avert criticism, skepticism, and
rumors?" According to a Mormon’
University of Utah professor quoted, "It
was the arbitrary way of letting Oaks go
that was bothersome. Why? People
wondered if he’d done something bad.
There was no concern for P.R., let alone
his personal feelings. It left people with
the feeling that Oaks was getting
dumped." Echoes a BYU professor,
"The Mormon establishment fell on its
face in the most graceless way possible.’"
Oaks explained that the BYU presidency
is handled in Church style (a person is
"released" from a "quasi-church
position") rather than in regular
university or government style. This
procedure seemed to fuel speculation.

The speculation has centered, according
to the article, around explanations tying
the event to alleged contentions between
BYU’s Government Department and
President Ezra Taft Benson who had
pressured the department to promote

New From Bookcraft
Stimulating and Educational Publications

for Your Religious Library
Defender of the Faith:
The B.H. Roberts Story
Truman G. Madsen $9.50
Fifteen years in preparation, thoroughly
researched, here is the fascinating and
remarkable story of B. H. Roberts, who
rose from illiteracy to become one of the
greatest thinkers and writers in the
Church. The book depicts his colorful life
-- as missionary, mission president,
General Authority, politician, author,
public speaker, military chaplain, and
husband to three wives. Absorbing, in-
triguing reading.

All Bookcraft publications
are available at your

LDS book dealer

The Holy Temple
Boyd K. Packer $7.95
Written by a member of the Council of
the Twelve, here are deep insights and
authoritative counsel on the meaning of
the temple experience. This outstanding
book gives information about temples
and temple work for both the living and
the dead. Whether or not you have been
through the temple, you will find this
book enlightening.
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conservative politics. There had been
conflict, according to Utah Holiday,
because one instructor had scheduled a
guest speaker who claimed to be a
Mormon and a Communist. University
administrators had also resisted the
appointment of conservative Richard
Vetterli t(~ the government faculty
because they felt there were more
academically qualified candidates.
Oaks denied such rumors: "I haven’t
been involved with any infighting with
Ezra Taft Benson, nor with any member
of the board. We’ve had policy
disagreements, but I’m not aware of any
circumstance of any board member
trying to undercut me, nor any
circumstance where I have tried to
undercut any member of the board. I
don’t have that kind of relationship with
them."
Successor Jeffrey Holland, Church
Commissioner of Education for four
years before his appointment as BYU
president at age 39, wasted no time in
taking the reins at the university. Robert
K. Thomas, who has been BYU academic
vice president since 1967, was named as
the first Presidential Fellow at the
University. Jae R. Ballif was appointed
new academic vice president and also
provost and as such will automatically
serve as acting president of the
university in the absence of the
president. W. Rolfe Kerr, president of
Dixie College in St. George since 1976,
became executive vice president in a
merger of responsibilities previously
held by Dr. Ballif and by J. Elliot
Cameron, former BYU student services
vice president and recently named
president of BYU-Hawaii Campus.
Two new associate academic vice
presidents were announced: Eliot A.
Butler, dean of the BYU College of
Physical and Mathematical Sciences,
and Neal E. Lambert, professor of
American Studies and English. The two
new associate academic vice presidents
replaced Chauncey C. Riddle and Leo P.
Vernon. Others holding vice-president
and assistant-to-the-president positions
will continue to serve in the new
administration (BYU Today, August
1980).
IRS and BYU
The Internal Revenue Service is
pursuing its demand that Brigham
Young University reveal names of its
donors of certain gifts-in-kind and h,as
filed an appeal in Tenth Circuit Court in
Denver to a March ruling by the federal
district court. U.S. District Judge David
K. Winder had ruled that BYU did not
have to open its donor records. This
overturned the recommendation of U. S.
Magistrate Daniel A. Alsup in February.

The case centers around an IRS
summons last November ordering the
university to turn over the list of donors.
The IRS said an audit showed donors
had overvalued their contributions by
about $16 million. BYU officials supplied
the IRS with the names of donors who
contributed mining claims and art
objects, types of gifts which accounted
for most of the overvaluations the IRS
said it had uncovered. But the university
refused to release the names of other
donors, calling the investigation an
"illegal fishing expedition."

Deseret Industries
Deseret Industries will be ordered by the
California Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement to provide back pay to
workers in the Deseret Industries’
sheltered workshops (Diane Divoky,
Sacramento Bee, July 1980).
The workshops first came under state
scrutiny in June as a result of complaints
to state labor officials that employees in
the Sacramento operation were paid half
the minimum wage. Wages less than the
minimum wage are allowed under
California state law only if the employing
agency has documented that a worker’s
productivity has been lessened by a
handicap. According to the article
Deseret Industries employees were
routinely paid half the minimum wage
although medical records did not
demonstrate that the handicapping
conditions limited their productivity. For
example, the age of an employee or an
unnamed "emotional problem" was
sometimes the reason for the
underpayment.

Blood Indians Vent Anger
In July Blood Indians camped on the
northern edge of Cardston, Alberta,
Canada, pledging to pull all their money
out of banks in the town of 3200 and
refusing to purchase anything from
Cardston businesses. President of the
Cardston Chamber of Commerce, Bill
Meyer, conceded that such economic
sanctions would hurt since 30 to 40
percent of business is with the estimated
5000 Indians on the reserve nearby.

Anger was directed at Cardston
residents and specifically at the Mormon
Church. The town was founded by
Mormon pioneers and is the site of a
temple. This is the latest turn in the
dispute over the Bloods’ claim to land
they say is rightfully theirs--land that
takes in the town. Meyer conceded that
there is uncertainty about deals made
between whites and Indians a century
ago.

Blood Indians claimed they have heard
racist statements from town residents,
been refused service in local businesses,

and been refused treatment in the local
hospital. They now plan to take their
economic revenge. (Calgary Herald, 30
July 1980).
Zion
The Church’s sesquicentennial finale
characteristically took the form of an
historic pageant called "Zion". Written
by committee, "Zion" concisely
unfolded 150 years of LDS history from
Joseph Smith and the pioneer period to
modern-day missionary work. Free
tickets offered by the Church for this
final event guaranteed large and
enthusiastic audiences for "Zion’s"
five-day run at the Tabernacle,
September 24-26, 30, and October 1.

Learn Then Teach
"Learn--Then Teach" was the theme of
this year’s general Relief Society Meeting
held in the Salt Lake Tabernacle on
September 27 and broadcasted to
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the
Philppines, Korea, Puerto Rico, the
Dominican Republic, and throughout
the United States. Conducted by
President Barbara B. Smith, the meeting
included remarks by the Relief Society
General Presidency and members of the
Board as well as a major address by Elder
Boyd K. Packer of the Council of the
Twelve and a message from President
Kimball.
Emphasizing "every woman’s
responsibility to increase her learning for
her own benefit and to bless all those
within her circle of influence," the
female speakers encouraged the women
of the Church to become intelligent,
charitable sisters and homemakers.
Elder Packer stressed the importance of
activity in the Relief Society, even to the
point of paring down or abandoning
altogether membership and
participation in non-Church related
organizations. Warning woman against
being seduced by the philosophies of the
world, he stated that the Relief Society
not only offers walls of protection, but a
means to satisfy every "need" and
"yearning" and correct every "abuse"
and "neglect."
The tabernacle was decorated with a
hand-quilted hanging theme panel and
sheaves of wheat, "symbolic of the
wheat garnered by Relief Society sisters
more than a century ago." After the
meeting, an open house was held and
selected local women leaders of the
community were invited to share
"Learning Experiences In Food"--the
serving of common foods in an
uncommon way, including tables of
seasonal menus and table settings. It was
hoped that each stake receiving the
broadcast would hold their own open
house.
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